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Google Arts and Culture 

Artists, places, museums, 

rare artifacts, history and cul-

ture from around the world 

are just some of the items 

curated through Google Arts 

and Culture.  Google Arts and 

Culture includes stories, im-

ages, 3D and video.  Hun-

dreds of partners share their 

collections online to create a 

global resources open to a 

worldwide audience. To ac-

cess and explore visit  https://

www.google.com/

culturalinstitute/beta/ 

Google Expeditions, 

Google Arts and Culture 

and Google Maps —

Powerful Learning Tools 

Teachers can combine all 

three of Google’s global 

tools as students explore 

a subject.  Learn about 

the possibilities at https://

blog.google/topics/google-

org/bringing-alexander-

hamiltons-history-life/ 

 

Google Earth with New Features 

 Brand New Google Earth 

After two years of redesign, Google  has introduced a new Google Earth.  To ac-

cess the product, open a Chrome Browser.  Visit https://earth.google.com/web/ 

and you will notice some new tools on the left.  Voyager is a new collaboration 

between Google and Sesame Street, National Geographic and other groups from 

around the globe. Voyager takes end users on interactive guided tours of the plan-

et. It is accessible from the ship’s helm symbol on the left of the software.   New 

tours are added weekly. 

The die symbol, “I’m feeling lucky” surprises the user by taking them somewhere 

unexpected.  Google has added over 20,000 sites to this feature.   Once you ar-

rive at the location there is a knowledge card, additional images and the ability to 

zoom in and out of the location and explore.   

On the lower right side of the browser window there are choices for 2D and 3D 

views.  If you select 3D you can view the earth from any angle by turning and 

changing the horizontal and vertical view. 

To read more about Google Earth visit the Google Blog post https://blog.google/

products/earth/welcome-home-new-google-earth/ 
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